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Abstract. Disentangled representation learning has undoubtedly benefited from
objective function surgery. However, a delicate balancing act of tuning is still
required in order to trade off reconstruction fidelity versus disentanglement. Building on previous successes of penalizing the total correlation in the latent variables,
we propose TCWAE (Total Correlation Wasserstein Autoencoder). Working in the
WAE paradigm naturally enables the separation of the total-correlation term, thus
providing disentanglement control over the learned representation, while offering
more flexibility in the choice of reconstruction cost. We propose two variants using
different KL estimators and analyse in turn the impact of having different ground
cost functions and latent regularization terms. Extensive quantitative comparisons
on data sets with known generative factors shows that our methods present competitive results relative to state-of-the-art techniques. We further study the trade
off between disentanglement and reconstruction on more-difficult data sets with
unknown generative factors, where the flexibility of the WAE paradigm leads to
improved reconstructions.
Keywords: Wasserstein Autoencoder · Variational Autoencoder · Generative
Modelling · Representation Learning · Disentanglement Learning
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Introduction

Learning representations of data is at the heart of deep learning; the ability to interpret
those representations empowers practitioners to improve the performance and robustness
of their models [4,32]. In the case where the data is underpinned by independent latent
generative factors, a good representation should encode information about the data in a
semantically meaningful manner with statistically independent latent variables encoding
for each factor. [4] define a disentangled representation as having the property that a
change in one dimension corresponds to a change in one factor of variation, while being
relatively invariant to changes in other factors. While many attempts to formalize this
concept have been proposed [15,9,8], finding a principled and reproducible approach to
assess disentanglement is still an open problem [24].
Recent successful unsupervised learning methods have shown how simply modifying the ELBO objective, either re-weighting the latent regularization terms or directly
regularizing the statistical dependencies in the latent, can be effective in learning disentangled representation. [16] and [6] control the information bottleneck capacity of
Variational Autoencoders (VAEs, [20,29]) by heavily penalizing the latent regularization
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term. [7] perform ELBO surgery to isolate the terms at the origin of disentanglement in
β-VAE, improving the reconstruction-disentanglement trade off. [10] further improve
the reconstruction capacity of β-TCVAE by introducing structural dependencies both
between groups of variables and between variables within each group. Alternatively,
directly regularizing the aggregated posterior to the prior with density-free divergences
[41] or moments matching [21], or simply penalizing a high Total Correlation (TC) [39])
in the latent [19] has shown good disentanglement performance.
In fact, information theory has been a fertile ground to tackle representation learning.
[1] re-interpret VAEs from an Information Bottleneck view [34], re-phrasing it as a trade
off between sufficiency and minimality of the representation, regularizing a pseudo TC
between the aggregated posterior and the true conditional posterior. Similarly, [12] use
the principle of total Correlation Explanation (CorEX) [37] and maximize the mutual
information between the observation and a subset of anchor latent points. Maximizing
the mutual information (MI) between the observation and the latent has been broadly
used [27,17,3,36], showing encouraging results in representation learning. However, [36]
argued that MI maximization alone cannot explain the disentanglement performance of
these methods.
Building on developments in Optimal Transport (OT) [38], [35] introduced the
Wasserstein Autoencoder (WAE), an alternative to VAEs for learning generative models.
WAE maps the data into a (low-dimensional) latent space while regularizing the averaged
encoding distribution. This is in contrast with VAEs where the posterior is regularized at
each data point, and allows the encoding distribution to capture significant information
about the data while still matching the prior when averaged over the whole data set.
Interestingly, by directly regularizing the aggregated posterior, WAE hints at more
explicit control on the way the information is encoded, and thus better disentanglement.
The reconstruction term of the WAE allows for any cost function on the observation
space and non-deterministic decoders. This removes the need of random decoders for
which the log density is tractable and derivable (with regard to the decoder parameters)
as it is the case in VAEs. The combination of non-degenerated Gaussian decoders with
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence acting as the posterior regularizer is viewed as the
cause of the samples blurriness in VAEs [5].
Few works have sought to use WAE for disentanglement learning. Initial experiments
from [31] showed encouraging results but did not fully leverage the flexibility found
in WAEs. The authors simply applied the original WAE objective with cross-entropy
reconstruction cost without studying the impact of using different reconstruction terms
and latent regularisation functions. Mirroring the KL-based TC, [40] introduced Wasserstein Total Correlation (WTC). Resorting to the triangle inequality, they decomposed
the latent regularization term of the WAE into the sum of two WTC terms, obtaining
an upper bound of the WAE objective. However, WTC lacks an information-theoretic
interpretation such as the one offered by the TC and the authors resorted to the dual formulation of the 1-Wasserstein distance to approximate the WTC, adversarially training
two critics.
In this work3 , following the success of regularizing the TC in disentanglement, we
propose to use the KL divergence as the latent regularization function in the WAE. We
3
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introduce the Total Correlation WAE (TCWAE) with an explicit dependency on the TC
of the aggregated posterior. We study separately the impact of using a different ground
cost function in the reconstruction term and the impact of a different composition of the
latent regularization term. Performing extensive comparisons with successful methods
on a number of data sets, we found that TCWAEs achieve competitive disentanglement
performance while improving modelling performance by allowing flexibility in the
choice of reconstruction cost.

2
2.1

Importance of Total correlation in disentanglement
Total correlation

The TC of a random vector Z ∈ Z under P is defined by
TC(Z) ,

dZ
X

HPd (Zd ) − HP (Z)

(1)

d=1

where pd (zd ) is the marginal density over only the dth component zd , and HP (Z) ,
−EP log p(Z) is the Shannon differential entropy, which encodes the information contained in Z under P . Since
dZ
X

HPd (Zd ) ≤ HP (Z)

(2)

d=1

with equality when the marginals Zd are mutually independent, the TC can be interpreted
as the loss of information when assuming mutual independence of the Zd ; namely, it
measures the mutual dependence of the marginals. Thus, in the context
R of disentanglement learning, we seek a low TC of the aggregated posterior, p(z) = X p(z|x) p(x) dx,
which forces the model to encode the data into statistically independent latent codes.
High MI between the data and the latent is then obtained when the posterior, p(z|x),
manages to capture relevant information from the data.
2.2

Total correlation in ELBO

R
We consider latent generative models pθ (x) = Z pθ (x|z) p(z) dz with prior p(z) and
decoder network, pθ (x|z), parametrized by θ. VAEs approximate the intractable posterior
pθ (z|x) by introducing an encoding distribution (the encoder), qφ (z|x), and learning
simultaneously θ and φ when optimizing the variational lower bound, or ELBO, defined
in Eq. (3) for a single observation x:




LELBO (x, θ, φ) ,
E
log pθ (x|Z) − KL Qφ (Z|X = x) k P (Z)
(3)
Qφ (Z|X=x)

Following [18], we treat the data index, n, as a uniform random variable over {1, . . . , N }:
p(n) = N1 . We can then define respectively the posterior, joint posterior and aggregated
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posterior:
qφ (z|n) = qφ (z|xn ),

qφ (z, n) = qφ (z|n) p(n),

qφ (z) =

N
X

qφ (z|n) p(n)

(4)

n=1

Using this notation, we decompose the KL term in Eq. (3) into the sum of i , an
index-code mutual information term, and ii , a marginal KL term, with:




i = KL Qφ (Z, N ) k Qφ (Z)P (N )
and ii = KL Qφ (Z) k P (Z)
(5)
The index-code mutual information (index-code MI) represents the MI between the
data and the latent under the joint distribution q(z, n), and the marginal KL enforces the
aggregated posterior to match the prior. The marginal KL term plays an important role in
disentanglement. Indeed, it pushes the encoder network to match the prior when averaged,
as opposed
Q to matching the prior for each data point. Combined with a factorized prior
p(z) = d pd (zd ), as it is often the case, the aggregated posterior is forced to factorize
and align with the axis of the prior. More explicitly, the marginal KL term in Eq. (5) can
be decomposed as sum of a Total Correlation term and a dimension-wise KL term:
dZ



 X
KL Qφ,d (Zd ) k Pd (Zd )
ii = TC Qφ (Z) +

(6)

d=1

Thus maximizing the ELBO implicitly minimizes the TC of the aggregated posterior,
enforcing the aggregated posterior to disentangle as [16] and [6] observed when strongly
penalizing the KL term in Eq. (3). [7] leverage the KL decomposition in Eq. (6) by
refining the heavy latent penalization to the TC only. However, the index-code MI term
of Eq. (5) seems to have little to no role in disentanglement, potentially harming the
reconstruction performance as we will see in Section 4.1.

3
3.1

Is WAE naturally good at disentangling?
WAE

The Kantorovich formulation of the OT between the true-but-unknown data distribution
PD and the model distribution Pθ , for a given cost function c, is defined by:


OTc (PD , Pθ ) =
inf
E
c(X, X̃)
(7)
Γ ∈P(PD ,Pθ ) Γ (X,X̃)

where P(PD , Pθ ) is the space of all couplings of PD and Pθ ; namely, the space of joint
distributions Γ on X × X whose densities γ have marginals pD and pθ . [35] derive the
WAE objective by constraining this space but then relaxing the hard constraint on the
marginal using a Lagrange multiplier (see Appendix A of [13]):




WD,c (θ, φ) , E
E
E
c(X, X̃) + λ D Qφ (Z) k P (Z)
(8)
PD (X)Qφ (Z|X)Pθ (X̃|Z)
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where D is any divergence function and λ a relaxation parameter. The decoder, pθ (x̃|z),
and the encoder, qφ (z|x), are optimized simultaneously by dropping the closed-form
minimization over the encoder network, with standard gradient descent methods.
Similarly to the ELBO, objective (8) consists of a reconstruction term and a latent
regularization term, preventing the latent codes from drifting away from the prior.
However, WAE naturally and explicitly penalizes the aggregate posterior as opposed to
VAE, where the dependency to the TC is only implicit and competes with other terms,
especially, the index-code MI. This motivates, following Section 2.2, the use of WAE in
disentanglement learning.
Another important difference lies in the functional form of the reconstruction cost in
the reconstruction term. Indeed, WAE allows for more flexibility in the reconstruction
term with any cost function allowed, and in particular, it allows for cost functions better
suited to the data at hand and for the use of deterministic decoder networks [35,11]. This
can potentially result in an improved reconstruction-disentanglement trade off as we
empirically find in Sections 4.2 and 4.1.
3.2

TCWAE

For notational simplicity, we drop the explicit dependency of the distributions on their
parameters θ and φ throughout this section.
We chose the divergence function D in Eq. (8) to be the KL divergence and assume
a factorized prior (e.g. p(z) = N (0dZ , IdZ )), thus obtaining the same decomposition as
in Eq. (6). Similarly to [7], we use different parameters, β and γ, for each term in the
decomposition in Eq. (6) of the latent regularization term from Eq. (8), obtaining our
TCWAE objective:
h
i
WT C , E
E
E [c(Xn , X̃n )]
(9)
P (Xn )Q(Z|Xn ) P (X̃n |Z)

dZ
dZ




Y
X
+ βKL Q(Z) k
Qd (Zd ) + γ
KL Qd (Zd ) k Pd (Zd )
d=1

d=1

TCWAE is identical to the WAE objective with KL divergence when λ = β = γ; and
provides an upper bound with min(β, γ) = λ.
Eq. (9) can be directly related to the β-TCVAE objective of [7]:
h
i


LβT C , E
E
− log p(Xn |Z) + αKL Q(Z, N ) k Q(Z)P (N )
(10)
P (Xn )Q(Z|Xn )



+ βKL Q(Z) k

dZ
Y
d=1



Qd (Zd ) + γ

dZ
X



KL Qd (Zd ) k Pd (Zd )

d=1

As mentioned above, the differences are the absence of index-code MI and a different
reconstruction cost function. Setting α = 0 in Eq. (10) makes the two latent regularizations match but breaks the inequality provided by the ELBO (Eq. (3)). Matching the two
reconstruction terms would be possible if we could find a ground cost function c such
that EP (X̃n |Z) c(xn , X̃n ) = − log p(xn |Z) for all xn .
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Estimators

With the goal of being grounded by information theory and earlier works on disentanglement, using the KL as the latent divergence function, as opposed to other sample-based
divergences [35,28], presents its own challenges. Indeed, the KL terms are intractable; in
particular, we will need estimators to approximate the entropy terms. We propose to use
two estimators, one based on importance weight-sampling [7], the other on adversarial
estimation using the denisty-ratio trick [19].
TCWAE-MWS [7] propose to estimate the intractable terms EQ log q and EQd log qd
within the KL in Eq. (9) with Minibatch-Weighted Sampling (MWS). Considering a
batch of observation {x1 , . . . xNbatch }, they sample the latent codes zi ∼ Q(Z|xi ) and
compute:
E log q(Z) ≈

Q(Z)

1

N
batch
X

Nbatch

i=1

log

N
batch
X
1
q(zi |xj )
N × Nbatch j=1

(11)

This estimator, while being easily computed from samples, is a biased estimator of
Eq log q(Z). [7] also proposed an unbiased version, the Minibatch-Stratified Sampling
(MSS). However, they found that it did not result in improved performance, and thus,
they and we choose to use the simpler MWS estimator. We call the resulting algorithm
the TCWAE-MWS. Other sampled-based estimators of the entropy or the KL divergence
have been proposed [30,10]. However, we choose the solution of [7] for i) its simplicity
and ii) the similarities between the TCWAE and β-TCVAE objectives.
TCWAE-GAN A different approach, similar in spirit to the WAE-GAN originally proposed by [35], is based on adversarial-training. While [35] use the adversarial training to
approximate the JS divergence, [19] use the density-ratio trick and adversarial training
to estimate the intractable terms in Eq. (9). The density-ratio trick [26,33] estimates the
KL divergence as:
dZ


Y
KL Q(Z) k
Qd (Zd ) ≈ E log
d=1

Q(Z)

D(Z)
1 − D(Z)

(12)

where D plays the same role as the discriminator in GANs and ouputs an estimate of the
QdZ
probability that z is sampled from Q(Z) and not from d=1
Qd (Zd ). Given that we can
easily sample from q(z), we can use Monte-Carlo sampling to estimate the expectation in
Eq. (12). The discriminator D is adversarially trained alongside the decoder and encoder
networks. We call this adversarial version the TCWAE-GAN.

4

Experiments

We perform a series of quantitative and qualitative experiments, isolating in turn the
effect of the ground cost and latent regularization functions in TCWAE. We found that
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while the absence of index-code MI in TCWAEs does not impact the disentanglement
performance, using the square Euclidean distance as our ground cost function improves
the reconstruction while retaining the same disentanglement. Finally, we compare our
methods with the benchmarks β-TCVAE and FactorVAE, both quantitatively on toy data
sets and qualitatively more challenging data sets with unknown generative factors.
4.1

Quantitative analysis: disentanglement on toy data sets

In this section we train the different methods on the dSprites [25], 3D shapes [19]
and smallNORB [22] data sets. We use the Mutual Information Gap (MIG, [7]), the
factorVAE metric [19] and the Separated Attribute Predictability score (SAP, [21]) to
asses the disentanglement performances (see [24] for the implementation). We assess the
reconstruction performances with the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the reconstructions.
See Appendix B of [13] for more details on the experimental setups.
γ tuning Mirroring [7,19], we first tune γ, responsible for the dimensionwise-KL
regularization, subsequently focusing on the role of the TC term in the disentanglement
performance. We trained the TCWAEs with six different values for each parameter,
resulting in thirty-six different models. The heat map for the different data sets can be
seen in Appendix C of [13]. We observe that while β controls the trade off between
reconstruction and disentanglement, γ affects the range achievable when varying β. We
choose γ with the best overall mean scores when aggregated over all the different β
(see Appendix C of [13] for more details). The scores violin plots for the different γ as
well as the chosen values for each method and data set are given in Appendix C of [13].
These values are fixed in all the following experiments.
Ablation study of the ground cost function We study the impact of using the square
euclidean distance as the ground cost function as opposed to the cross-entropy cost as in
the ELBO (Eq. (3)). When using the cross-entropy, the TCWAE objective is equivalent
that in Eq. (10) with α = 0; in this case, TCWAE-MWS simply boils down to β-TCVAE
with no index-code MI term.
We train two sets of TCWAE-MWS, one with the square euclidean distance and one
with the cross-entropy, for different β and compare the reconstruction-disentanglement
trade off by plotting the different disentanglement scores versus the MSE in Figure 1.
We see that the square euclidean distance provides better reconstructions on all
data sets as measured by the MSE (points on the left side of the plots have lower
MSE). Models trained with the square euclidean distance show similar disentanglement
performance for smallNORB and better ones for dSprites. In the case of 3D shapes,
some disentanglement performance has been traded away for better reconstruction. We
would argue that this simply comes from the range of parameters used for both β and
γ. These results show that the flexibility in choice of the ground cost function of the
reconstruction term of TCWAE offers better reconstruction-disentanglement trade off by
improving the reconstruction while exhibiting competitive disentanglement.
Ablation study of the index-code MI As mentioned in Section 3.2, the latent regularisation
of TCWAE and β-TCVAE only differ by the presence or absence of index-code MI.
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Fig. 1: Disentanglement versus reconstruction for TCWAE-MWS with square euclidean
distance (red) and cross-entropy (blue) cost. Points represent different models corresponding to different β (quadratic regression represented by the dashed lines). Low MSE
and high scores (top-left corner) is better. Higher TC penalisation (bigger β) results in
higher MSE and higher scores.

Fig. 2: Disentanglement versus reconstruction for TCWAE-MWS with (blue) and without
code-index MI (red). The Points represent different models corresponding to different
β (quadratic regression represented by the dashed lines). Low MSE and high scores
(top-left corner) is better. Higher TC penalisation (bigger β) results in higher MSE and
higher scores.
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Fig. 3: Disentanglement versus reconstruction for TCWAE-MWS (red), TCWAE-GAN
(green), β-TCVAE (blue) and FactorVAE (purple). The Points represent different models
corresponding to different β (quadratic regression represented by the dashed lines). Low
MSE and high scores (top-left corner) is better. Higher TC penalisation (bigger β) results
in higher MSE and higher scores.

Here, we show that it has minimal impact on the reconstruction-disentanglement trade
off. We modify our objective Eq. (9) by explicitly adding an index-code MI term. The
resulting objective is now an upper bound of the (TC)WAE objective and is equivalent
to a pseudo β-TCVAE where the reconstruction cost would be replaced by the square
euclidean distance. We use α = γ and we compare the reconstruction-disentangle trade
off of the modified TCWAE, denoted by TCWAE MI, with the original TCWAE in
Figure 2.
All other things being equal, we observe that adding an index-code MI term has little
to no impact on the reconstruction (vertical alignment of the points for the same β). The
presence of index-code MI does not result in significant performance difference across
all data sets, conforms to the observation of [7]. This suggests that TCWAE is a more
natural objective for disentanglement learning removing the inconsequential index-code
MI term, and thus the need for a third hyperparameter to tune (choice of α in Eq. (10)).

Disentanglement performance We benchmark our methods against β-TCVAE [7] and
FactorVAE [19] on the three different data sets. As [7] we take α = 1 in β-TCVAE
while for γ, we follow the same method than for TCWAE (see Appendix C of [13]).
As previously, we visualise the reconstruction-disentanglement trade off by plotting the
different disentanglement scores against the MSE in Figure 3.
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As expected, the TC term controls the reconstruction-disentanglement trade off as
more TC penalization leads to better disentanglement scores but higher reconstruction
cost. However, similarly to their VAE counterparts, too much penalization on the TC
deteriorates the disentanglement as the poor quality of the reconstructions prevents any
disentanglement in the generative factors.
With the range of parameters chosen, both the TCWAE-GAN and FactorVAE reconstruction seem to be less sensitive to the TC regularization as shown by the more
concentrated MSE scores. TCWAE models also exhibit smaller MSE than VAEs methods
for almost all the range of selected parameters. Thus, while it remains difficult to assert
the dominance of one method, both because the performance varies from one data set to
another and from one metric to another within each data set4 , we argue that TCWAE
improves the reconstruction performance (smaller MSE) while retaining competitive
disentanglement performance (see for example the scores violin plots for the different
data sets provided in Appendix C of [13]). In Table 1, we report ,for each method,
the best β taken to be the one achieving an overall best ranking over the disentanglement scores (see Appendix B of [13] for more details). TCWAEs achieve competitive
disentanglement performance.
For each data set, we plot the latent traversals to visually asses the learned representation in Figure 4. More specifically, we encode one observation and traverse the
latent dimensions one at the time (rows) and reconstruct the resulting latent traversals
(columns). Only the active latent dimension are shown.
TCWAEs manage to capture and disentangle most of the generative factors in every
data sets. The exception being the discrete generative factor representing the shape
category in dSprites and 3D shapes and the instance category in smallNORB. This
probably comes from the fact that the models try to learn discrete factors with continuous
Gaussian variables. Possible fixes would be to use more structured priors and posteriors
with hierarchical latent model, for example [10], but is out-of-scope for this work. Model
reconstructions and samples for the different data sets are given in Appendix C of [13].
Visual inspection re-enforces the justification for a different reconstruction cost function
as TCWAE present qualitatively crispier reconstructions and samples.
4.2

Qualitative analysis: disentanglement on real-world data sets

We train our methods on 3D chairs [2] and CelebA [23] whose generative factors are
not known and qualitatively find that TCWAEs achieve good disentanglement. Figure 5
shows the latent traversals of four different factors learned by the TCWAEs on 3D chairs,
with reconstructions, samples and additional features discovered by the model shown
in Appendix D of [13]. Similarly for CelebA, we plot 2 different features found by
TCWAEs in Figure 6 with the reconstructions, model samples additional features given
in Appendix D of [13]. Visually, TCWAEs manage to capture different generative factors
while retaining good reconstructions and samples. This confirms our intuition that the
flexibility offered in the construction of the reconstruction term, mainly the possibility
to chose the reconstruction cost function and use deterministic decoders, improves the
reconstruction-disentanglement trade off.
4
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Table 1: Reconstruction and disentanglement scores (± one standard deviation). Best
scores are in bold while second best are underlined.
Method
TCWAE MWS
TCWAE GAN
β-TCVAE
FactorVAE

MSE

MIG

factorVAE

SAP

13.6 ± 1.2
8.6 ± 1.1
18.57 ± 0.6
9.9 ± 0.5

0.18 ± .09
0.16 ± .06
0.19 ± .06
0.34 ± .06

0.73 ± .08
0.69 ± .10
0.72 ± .09
0.80 ± .05

0.076 ± .004
0.058 ± .022
0.076 ± .006
0.083 ± .023

(a) dSprites
Method
TCWAE MWS
TCWAE GAN
β-TCVAE
FactorVAE

MSE

MIG

factorVAE

SAP

13.1 ± 0.9
11.8 ± 0.8
16.2 ± 0.9
16.8 ± 3.0

0.31 ± .12
0.36 ± .26
0.45 ± .16
0.53 ± .17

0.85 ± .07
0.85 ± .12
0.93 ± .07
0.84 ± .03

0.073 ± .014
0.097 ± .065
0.113 ± .015
0.105 ± .014

(b) 3D shapes
Method
TCWAE MWS
TCWAE GAN
β-TCVAE
FactorVAE

MSE

MIG

factorVAE

SAP

4.6 ± 0.0
7.9 ± 0.2
12.80 ± 0.1
8.7 ± 0.1

0.032 ± .00
0.027 ± .00
0.034 ± .00
0.033 ± .00

0.46 ± .02
0.47 ± .01
0.45 ± .01
0.48 ± .02

0.008 ± .002
0.014 ± .003
0.017 ± .002
0.017 ± .002

(c) smallNORB

Table 2: MSE and FID scores for 3D chairs and CelebA (± one standard deviation). Best
scores are in bold while second best are underlined.
Method
TCWAE-MWS
TCWAE-GAN
β-TCVAE
FactorVAE

MSE
38.2 ± 0.1
36.6 ± 0.3
54.0 ± 0.5
36.7 ± 0.7

Rec. FID Samples FID
61.3 ± 0.4
61.6 ± 1.4
74.9 ± 1.7
62.8 ± 1.0

72.6 ± 0.5
74.6 ± 1.7
85.1 ± 0.1
98.9 ± 6.6

(a) 3D chairs
Method
TCWAE-MWS
TCWAE-GAN
β-TCVAE
FactorVAE

MSE
150.5 ± 0.7
186.4 ± 18.9
182.4 ± 0.3
237.6 ± 10.7

Rec. FID Samples FID
75.2 ± 0.2
72.4 ± 3.5
84.5 ± 0.2
74.0 ± 1.4

(b) CelebA

82.8 ± 0.0
73.3 ± 2.6
91.5 ± 0.7
83.3 ± 4.5
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(a) dSprites

(b) 3D shapes

(c) smallNORB

Fig. 4: Active latent traversals for each model. The parameters are the same as the ones
used in Table 1. Subplots on the left column show traversals for TCWAE-MWS while
subplots on the right show traversals TCWAE-GAN. Traversal range is [−2, 2].

In order to further assess the quality of the reconstructions and samples, we compute
the MSE of the reconstructions and the FID scores [14] of the reconstructions and
samples. Results are reported in Table 2. While the fact that TCWAEs indeed presents
better MSE is not a surprise (the reconstruction cost actually minimises the MSE in
TCWAEs), TCWAEs also present better reconstruction FID scores. More interesting
from a generative modeling point of view, TCWAEs also present better samples than their
VAE-counterparts when looking at the samples FID scores. This is visually confirmed
when inspecting the model samples given in Appendix D of [13]. These results show
the benefit of using a different ground cost function, allowing better reconstruction and
generative performance while retaining good disentanglement performance.
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(a) Size

(b) Orientation

Fig. 5: Latent traversals for TCWAE-MWS (left column) and TCWAE-GAN (right
column) on 3D chairs. Within each subplot, each line corresponds to one input data point.
We vary evenly the encoded latent codes in the interval [−2, 2].

(a) Glasses/Beard

(b) Orientation

Fig. 6: Same than Figure 5 for CelebA with latent traversal range [−4, 4].
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Conclusion

Inspired by the surgery of the KL regularization term of the VAE ELBO objective,
we develop a new disentanglement method based on the WAE objective. The WAE
latent divergence function, between the aggregated posterior and the prior, is taken to
be the KL divergence. The WAE framework naturally enables the latent regularization
to depend explicitly on the TC of the aggregated posterior, which is directly associated
with disentanglement. Using two different estimators for the KL terms, we show that our
method achieves competitive disentanglement on toy data sets. Moreover, the flexibility
in the choice of the reconstruction cost function offered by the WAE framework makes
our method more compelling when working with more challenging data sets.
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